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Time derivatives of integrals and functionals defined on varying volume 
and surface domains 

H. PETRYK and Z .  MRÓZ (WARSZAWA) 

_THE EXPRESSIONS are derived for the first and second time derivatives of integrals and functionals 
whose volume or surface domains of integration vary in time. As an example, the time de
rivative of the potentia! energy in non-linear elasticity in the case of varying body domain is 
determined. A moving strain and stress discontinuity surface is also considered and the associa
ted energy .derivatives are obtained. The derivatives of functionals with additional constraint 
conditions are finally discussed by using the primary and adjoint state fields. 

Wyprowadzono wzory na pierwsze i drugie pochodne czasowe całek i funkcjonałów, których 
dziedzina całkowania stanowi zmienny w czasie obszar objętościowy lub powierzchniowy. Jako 
przykład, określono pochodną czasową energii potencjalnej dla ciała nieliniowo sprężystego 
w przypadku zmiennego obszaru ciała. Rozpatrzono także ruchomą powierzchnię nieciągłości 
odkształceń i naprężeń oraz otrzymano odpowiednie wyrażenia na pochodne energii. Badano 
także pochodne funkcjonałów przy dodatkowych warunkach ograniczających, wykorzystując 
pola zmiennych pierwotnych i sprzężonych. 

BbIBe,D;eHbl <l>opMyJlbI AJI.ll nepBoii H BTOpoii BpeMeHHbIX npoH3BO,D;HbIX HHTerpanoB H <i>YHK
QHOraJIOB, KOTOpbIX 06nacT1. HHTerpnpoBaHH.ll cocTaBJI.llIOT nepeMeHHbie BO BpeMeHH o6'beM
H3.ll mm noeepXHocmaa o6nacrn:. KaK npHMep onpe,n;eneRa BpeMeHRaa npoH3Bo,D;Haa noTeH
QlłaJlbHoii :meprHH AJI.ll ReJIHReiiHo ynpyroro Tena B cnytJae nepeMeHRoii o6nacTH Tena. Pac
CMoTPeHa Tome no,D;BHmHaa noBepXHoCTI> paspb1Ba .n;e<l>opMaQHii H RanpameHHii, nonyt1eHbI 
cooTBeTCTByroIQHe Bb1pameHH.1I AJI.1I npoH3BO,D;HbIX 3HeprHH. Mccne,n;oBaHbI npoHsBop;Rbie 
<l>YHKQHOHaJIOB npH ,D;OllOJIHHTeJlbHbIX orpaHH'IHBIUO�HX YCJIOBH.IIX, HCllOJlb3Y.ll llOJl.ll nep
BH'IHblX H conpameHHbIX nepeMeHRbIX. 

1. Introduction 

THE PRESENT paper is concerned with derivation of the expressions for first and second 
time derivatives of integrals and functionals defined on volume or  surface domains which 
vary in  time. Such derivatives are essential in sensitivity analysis associated with shape 
variation, cf. [1-7], when the variations of stress, strain and displacement fields or of 
integral functionals with respect to the shape transformation field are needed. The deriva
tives of integral fmwtionals defined on varying domains are of importance in studying 
stability conditions for damaged structures ,  cf. DEMS and MRÓZ [4], in the analysis ofphase
transformation processes or propagation of discontinuity surfaces, cf. ESHELBY [8], ABEX

RATNE [9], etc. However, our analysis is intended to be sufficiently generał to be applicable 
in  yarious contexts of continuum or structural mechanics and applied mathematics. 

Whereas the expression for the first derivative of volume integral is well known in the 
context of continuum mechanics, cf. for instance PRAGER [10] or MALVERN [1 1], this 
is not the case for the surface (or line) integrals ,  especially when the surface is composed 
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of several smooth sections intersecting along edge lines . A derivation of the expression 
for the first derivative of the surface integral defined over a regular moving surface can 
be found e .g. in the book by Kos1ŃSKI [12]. However, the result presented in this paper 
is somewhat more generał as it pertains to piecewise regular surfaces and cont1ins th.e edge 
terms. The second time derivatives of volu me or surface integrals or functionals defined 
on varying domains do not seem to be studied in the literature , to the authors' knowledge. 
They are essential in generating stability conditions in phase transformation [ 13, 14] 
or damage [4] problems and also in deriving strong optimality condition in optimal shape 
design of structures [l , 2]. 

In Sect 2 the expressions for first and second time derivatives of volume and surface 
integrals will be derived , while in Sect. 3 the derivatives of integral functionals will be 
considered. Some applications rel ated to continuum mechanics wil l  be presented in Sect. 
4. In Sect . 5 the derivative of a functional with an additional constraint eondition will 
be examined by using the concept of an adjoint system . 

2. Time derivatives of volume, surface and line integrals 

2.1. Fundamental definitions and relations 

Consider a domain Vi in three-dimensional Euclidean space E3 bounded by a closed 
surface S,, which is co�posed of a finite number or regular surface sections Si intersecting 
along piecewise smooth edges L�, Fig. l. It is assumed that the angle of intersection of 

Fm. 1. Varying volume domain with piecewise regular boundary surface. 

the surface sections or edges tends nowhere to zero . The subscript t indicates that the 
shape of the corresponding domain varies with a time-like parameter t, called time for 
simplicity. The reference shape corresponds to t = O and is indicated by the subscript O. 
The shape transformation can be defined by specifying the transformation vector field 
w = x-Ę, where x and Ę denote the position vector of a typiclid point of the domain after 
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the shap� t ransfotmation and at t = O, respectively . Let the indices i,j, k ranging from 
1 to 3 denote the vector or tensor components in a fixed rectangular Cartesian coordinate 
system in E3• We assume that the fields w;= w1(.;1, t) are functions of class C3 specified 
on the product D0 of an open region in EJ containing the c losure V0 of V0 and of an 
open time interval !!T containing O and that for each t from !!T the mapping Ę -+ x == Ę +w 
of V0 onto Vi is one-to-one with non-vanishing Jacobian . The scalar function f = f(x;, t) 
col}sidered below is assumed to be of class C2 on a four-dimensional neigbbourhood {), 
of V, x { t} for arbitrary t E fT<1 >. 

The shape transformation can naturally be defined by specifying the transformation 
vector field on the reference surface S0 only. Let each of the regular surface sections S0 
be parametrized by curvilinear coordinates y'X, a, {J, y = 1, 2, such that the pairs (y1, y2) 
belong to the corresponding (fixed) open subset E0 of R2• A surface point of coordinates 
(y") has the spatial coordinates .;°;(y"') at t = O and the spatial coordinates 

(2 . 1) 

at a typical instant t e !!T during the shape transformation process. The' functions x;(y"', t) 
describing geometry of a regular transformed surface section Si are assumed to be of class 
C3 and such that the matrix (oxifoy"') has always rank two .  

A surface function of the variables (yix, t) and generated by a spatial field (i .e .  being 
the restriction of a spatial field to the surface S1) is distinguished by a tilda, for instance 
f(�, t) = f(x1(�, t), t). The partia! differentiation with respect to the curvilinear surface 
coordinates yix or Cartesian spatial coordinates X; is denoted by the corresponding index 
preceded by a comma, viz . 

(2 .2) o(·) (·),ix = 87' (·)1=iLl. • OX1 
The usual summation convention for repeated indices is used througbout the paper. It is 
convenient to introduce the following notation: for any unit spatial vector Yl· the directional 
derivative of any spatial field f and the component of any spatial vector v, both in the 
direction of Yl· are written respectively as 
(2.3) f,11=f.1'Y/i. V1/=V1'YJ1· 

We recall some standard formulae of differentia ! geometry of surfaces . Consider 
a regular oriented surface parametrized by yix. Covariant components of the metric tensor g 
of the surface (i .e. coefficients of the first fundamental surfi;tce form) are specified as follows: 

(2 .4) 

The contravariant components g1Xf3 of g are defined by 

(2 .5) 

where b� = b"'Y is the Kronecker symbol, and satisfy the relationship 

(2 .6) 

(') When calculating the first time derivatives of integrals, the assumed order of differentiability of all 
functions ·considered may by reduced by one. 
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where n is the unit normal to the surface . The surface covariant derivative is denoted by 
(·):a· For instance, we have the formula 

(2.7) 

where c"" are contravariant components of a surface vector c and r;fJ are the Christoffel 
symbols of second kind determined by. the metric on the surface . Also ,  there is 

(2.8) 

The components of the second fundamental surface form are defined by 

(2.9) 

and satisfy the formulae of Gauss and W eingarten : 

(2 .10} 

( 2. 1 1) 
X1,a;{J = X1;a{J = ba.pni. 

n;.„ = -gP'l'b<Xflx1,')'. 

The mean curvature Km and the Gauss curvature Kg of the surface are defined by 

(2.12) 

(2. 1 3) 

Any spatial vector c can be decomposed at a point on the surface as follows: 

(2. 14) 
where 

(2 1 5) d (X a.{J a.fi N • Cn = C;n; an c = g Cp = g C1X1,(1• 

For any unit vector -r: tangential to the surface we may write 

(2. 1 6) 

where <p is any function specified over the surface. If a surface vector field c is generated 
by a differentiable spatial vector field c, then , by using Eqs . (2.15), (2.10), ( 2.6) and (2.12), 
we obtain 

(2.17) 

The area of a surface element is expressed as follows: 

(2. 1 8) 

The Green theorem for a continuous and continuously differentiable surface vector field c 

specified on a regular surface S bounded by a piecewise smooth closed curve i reads 

(2. 19) 

where the line integral is taken with respect to the arc length / ,  and p. denotes the unit 
vector normal to i and tangent to S and pointed towards t he outside of S. · 
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Now, consider the moving regular surface St during t he shape transformation process 
described by a field w(Ę, t). Define the transformation velocity v and the normal �locity 
vn of the transformed surface as f ollows : 

(2 .20) 
aw, \ Dw1 Vi = Tt Ę=const = -nf' 

In generał, the tangential components v"' of v do not vanish . The derivative 

(2 .2 1) - (·)=
--

= -- +(·)1V1> D a( · ) I a(· ) \ Dt at Ę=const at X=COnst • 

also when evaluated at a point on the surface , is thus dependent (though vn is not) on the 
choice of t he particular field w used to describe a geometrically given shape transformation 
process . To construct an invariant time derivative relative to the moving regular surface 
St, introduce on St the convected coordinate system (z"') such that the trajectory in space 
of a surface point wit h  constant co.ordinates z"' is normal to S, at each t, that is, 

(2 .22) 

Any scalar, vector or tensor field 'I' specified on the moving surface St can be expressed 
as a function 'l'(z"', t). The transformation derivative (J/(Jt is defined as the time derivative 
following the normal trajectory of the moving surface, viz. 

(2 .2 3) (J
(J; = 

a
a; l."'=const. 

The transformation derivative is thus the usual partial derivative but f or the special choice 
of independent variables . This derivative was used by THOMAS [ 15, 1 6] and called by him 
"(J time derivative" though the f orm (2 .2 3) was given explicitly la  ter by BoWEN and W ANG 
[17] (who employed the term "total displacement derivative"). The transformation deriva� 
tive of a spatial field f(xi. t) is given by (cf .  THOMAS [ 15, 16]) 

(2 .24) 

More generally, the transformation derivative defined by Eq . (2 .2 3) of any scalar, vector 
or (mixed) tensor field 'l'(x;, y"', t) is expressed by the formula (cf .  BoWEN and WAŃG [17]) 

(2 .2 5) (J'I' a'I' a'I' a'I' "' -,;[ = Jt + ax, n1Vn- ay"' V• 
The transformation derivative defined above in generał differs from t he "displacement 
derivative" defined by TRUESDELL and ToUPIN [ 18] but coincides with it if 'I' is any scalar 
field or a spatial vector field (cf .  BoWEN and W ANG [17]). 

It can be shown that (cf . THOMAS [ 15, 1 6]) 

(2 .26) 
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and (cf . TRUESDELL and TOUPIN [18]) 

(2.27) (j�m = � Vn; r4Jg"-fl + (2K� -Kg}Vn. 

For further relations holding on moving surfaces or interfaces, we refer the reader to the 
book by KOSIŃSKI [12]. 

2.2. First derivative of volume and surface integrals 

Consider the volume integral 

(2.28) lv = J fd"Y Vt 
over the variable domain V,. The time derivative of Iv is g iven by the classical Reynolds 
formula expressed in three equivalent forms, cf . for instance PRAGER [10] or MALVERN 
[11], 

(2.29) :i Iv = J ( % +fv;,1 ) d"Y = J { ri + (fv;),;}d"Y = J ft-d"Y + J fvnda. 
� . � � � 

This can be proved by reducing first the integral (2_.28) over the variable domain to an 
integral over a fixed domain through an appropriate change of variables, then per forming 
differentiation in the standard manner and finally returning to the original integration 
domain .  Such a procedure will be applied below to surface and line integrals . 

Consider the surface integral 

(2.30) Is = f fda 
s, 

over the moving regular surface S,. By using the relations (2.1) and (2.18), the integral Is 
can be equivalently written as an inte grai over the fixed piane domain 1:0, viz. 

(2.31) Is = J J f(x;(y"-, t), t)y'g(y"-, t)dy1dy2• 
:Eo 

By performing standard calculations and substituting Eq. (2.6), we obtain 

(2.32) D .r 1 ,;- D .-
Dt Jl g = 2 Jl gg<xfl 

Dt ga.fJ = Jfgv1,i(i5;J-n1nJ). 
By differentiating the right.hand side of Eq. (2.31) with respect tot, using Eq. (2.32) and 
returning to the actual area measure, we arrive at the result 

(2.33) 

This can be written equivalently as (cf . e .g .  Kos1ŃSKI [12]) 

(2.34) :i Is = J { % +f(v"-;a.-2vnKm)}da = J {Z +(fv�;a.-2fvnKm}da. 
St Si 
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The former expression in Eq. (2.34) follows from Eq. (2. 1 7), while the latter results from 
the identity (cf . Eq. (2.25)) 

(2.35) 

Now, by using the 

(2.36) 

DJ {J f {Jf - "' 
Dt = Tt+f.1vi({J11-n1n1) = Tt+f.cxv. 

Green theorem (2. 19), we finally obtain 

:t Is= J Z da-2 J fvnKmda+ f fvµdl, 
s, St Lr 

where i, is (the piecewise smooth) closed boundary line of S, and vµ = v"'µ"' = viµi is the 
component of the transformation velocity vector v in the direction of the unit vector µ 
which is norma! to L, and tangent to S, and is pointed towards the outsi4e of S,. 

To calculate the time derivative of the surface integral over a piecewise regular moving 
surface , we may directly apply the formula (2.36) to each of the regular surface sections 
and add the results . In particular, the time derivative of the integral over the closed piece-

A -

wise regular surface S, takes the form 

(2.37) 

. 
where the sum of the line integrals is taken ove� all edges of the surface S,. The ( +) and 
( -) signs refer to the quantities evaluated on the two regular surface sections intersecting 
along an edge L,. The result (2.37) pertains to the cases where the function fis defined for 
each regular surface section S, separately so that in Eq. (2.37) we may have f+ # 1-. 
Note t hat the pair (vt, v;) of the "tangential surface velocities" at an edge point is , by 
simple geometry , uniquely defined by the pair (v;i, v;;-) of the norma! surface velocities' at 
that point, provided that the intersection angle is not equal to n nor to O ( Fig . 2). Hence 
the expression (2.37) involves , in effect , only the norma! component of the transformation 
velocity vector (as it could be expected from a geometrie argument) . 

• 

Fra. 2. Decomposition of transformation velocity vector at the edge of intersection of two regular surfaces. 
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2.3. First derivative of line integral 

Consider a line integral with respect to the arc length /, 

(2.38) 

taken along a smooth curve Lt moving in space with varying t and contained in Q,. The 
motion is described by the transformation vector field w(g„ t) as above . The curve can 
be parametrized by a scalar variable y s.J!S.b. that __ a line point has the space coordinates 
J1(y) at t = O and the space coordinates 

(2.39) 

at an instant t E ff. The line integral (2.38) can be equivalently written down as an integral 
over the fixed interval (yA, y8), 

yB 

( 2.40) h = f f(x,(y, t) ,  t)s(y, t)dy, 
yA 

where yA and y8 are the fixed values of y at the ends, A and B, of the curve L1 , and 
1 

(2.41) s = (a:x, a:x, )1 =Fo, dl = sdy. ay oy 
Denote by A the unit vector tangent to the curve L„ of the compone nts 

(2.42) -" 
, - _!_ ox1 

1 - s oy · 

It can easily be shown that 

(2.43) Ds os I -D = !l = SVt,JAtAJ . t ot y=const 

By differentiating the r ight hand side of Eq. (2.40) with respect to t, using Eq. (2.43) and 
returning to the arc length variable, we obtain 

:i h = f (Z +fv1.j-"1-"1) d1. 
Lt 

(2.44) 

According to the notation (2.3), ( . b coincides with the derivative a I at with respect to the 
arc length along the curve L . We h ave 

. (2.45) oA. 
ar = kx, 

• 

where k is the curvature of L1 and x is the unit principal normal to L1• The expression 
(2.44) can be rearranged as f ollows: 

(2.46) 
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The last term of the integrand in Eq . (2.46) can be integrated and we finally obtain 

(2.47) 
d J bd J IB dth = �dl- fkv„dl+(fv�) 

A
. 

Lt Lt 

705 

In the above expression we have introdticed the following time derivative of a function 
f(x;, t) relative to a moving curve 

(2.48) 

where 

(2.49) 

is the vector component of v orthogonal to the curve. The derivative bL/ bt plays here an 
analogi cal role as the derivative b / bt in the analysis of moving surf aces .  lt can easily be 
checked that bL/bt represents the time derivative following the normal trajectory of the 
moving curve . Therefore, this derivative can be more generally defined , in analogy to 
(2.23), as the partial derivative with respect to time while the appropriately chosen "con
vected coordinate" of a line point is held fixed. 

If the moving curve constitutes (a part of) the boundary of a moving regular surface ,  
t hen the derivative (2.48) can be expressed equivalently as 

(2.50) 
bLf bf 

� = Tf +f,µVµ, 
where the unit vector JL is orthogonal to A. and to the surface norma! n. This follows from 
the decomposition 

(2.51) 

The expression (2.47) will be needed to determine the second time derivative of a surface 
integral . 

2.4. Second derivative of volume integral 

Similarily as the first derivative of lp, the second time derivative of volume integral 
can also be expressed in severa! alternative forms. Starting from the first expression in Eq . 
(2.29) and applying the di!ferentiation once more , we obtain 

(2.52) !!.:____ lv = !!_ J ( Df +fiv. ·) d.Y dt2 dt Dt '•' 
Vt 

= J {�;� +2 : V;,;+f ((v1,1)2+ �t (v1•1)))} d.Y. 
� I 

However , since 

(2.53) 

14 Arch. Mech. Stos. nr 5--6/86 
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the expression (2.52) takes the form 

(2.54) ;,: 1, � 1 I�:. +2 : •. „++:.,)'+ (i:.· t-.„,.,„) 1 ff. 

Starting from the second form of Eq . (2.29), we obtain 

(2.55) :i: lv = :tj {Z +(fv,).1} dr= J { :;� +2 (Z v1)./ {I �:1 )./ 
( ) } J 02f J { of ov, . } + (fv1).1 v1 ,J dr= 012 dr+ A 

2Ttvn+f a1n,+(fv1),1vn da. 
Vt St 

The surface integral in Eq. (2.55) involves all components of the t ransformation velocity 
vector on St. To express the second t ime derivat ive of lv in terms of the normal velocity 
Vn onl y, let us start f rom the third form of Eq. (2.29) and apply the formul a (2.37). The 
result is 

d2 d ( J of J )· J o2f J { of (2.56) dt2 lv = dt at dr+ 
A 

fvnda = 012 dr+ 
A 

Tt vn 
Vt St Vt St 

+ J {1 Z vn+f.nv;+f( ";; -2v;Km)}da+ 2 J f(vtvt+v;vµ)dl, 
St Lt 

where the sum of the l ine integrals is taken over all edges of the surface s„ and the ( +) 
and ( -) signs refer to the quantities evaluated on  the two regular surface sections intersec
ting along an edge Lr (cf. the comment following the formula  (2.37)). 

In  v iew of Eqs . (2.24), (2.26) and (2 .11 ), the transformation derivat ive c5vn / c5t is expressed 
as follows : 

(2 57) c5vn c5v1 c5n1 ( ov, ) <1.P � 
· T = Tn1+V1Tt = Tt+v1,1njvn n1-v1g Vn,'1.Xt,p 

Dv, 2 (1. b °' fJ = Dt n1- Vn,'1.V - <1.Pv V • 

From the definit iolls of vn and the t ransformation derivative, it follows that oon / c5t / 
coincides with the second time derivat ive of length of the corresponding normal t rajectory 
of the moving surface. The value of the expression (2.57) is thus . invariant with respect 
to the choice of the analytic description (e.g. of the surface parametrization or transforma
tion field w) of a geometrically  given shape transformation process . 

On substituting f = const = 1 in the expression (2.56), we obtain as a corollary the 
following formula for  the seeond time derivative of volume of the domain V,: 
(2.58) �:2 J dr = J ( �; - 2v �Km) da+ 2 J (v�vt +v;vµ)dl. Vt St Lt 
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2.5. Second derivative of suńace integral 

Consider again the integral (2.30) over the moving regular surface S1 , and denote 
by C a typical corner point on the piecewise smooth boundary line i, of 81• As in the 
case of the volume integral , we can obtain several altemative forms for the second time 
derivative of the surface integral by the repeated use of one of the expressions for its first 
derivative. We explore here one possibility only, namely, by differentiating Eq . (2.36) and 
substituting Eq . (2.47). This yields 

(2.59) :t22 Is= f { :t ( h -2fenKm)-2 ({ -2/vnKm) vnKm} da 
s, 

+ f {( h' - 2/vnKm) Vµ+-�� ( fv„) - fkvµv„} dl+E{(v:vt+v;vi)f}lc· 
Lt 

At a point C, the symbols ( +) and ( - ) refer to the quantities evaluated on the two smooth 
segments of the curve L1 which intersect at C. The unit vectors :A+ and :A - tangent to the 
segments at C are chosen to point towards the outside of the corresponding segments 
(Fig . 3). Note that the pair (vt, Vi) is uniquely defined by the pair (v;, v;), irrespective 

Fm. 3. Decomposition of transformation velocity vector at a corner point. 

of the value of vn, provided the angle of intersection . of the segments is not equal to O 
nor to n. By substituting Eqs . (2.27) and (2.50) in Eq . (2.59), we obtain 

(2.60) :i: Is= J { �;{ -4 h VnKm+f (2Kgv;- gcxPVn;cxpVn-2Km �;)}da 
s, 

+ f {1 h vµ+f.„v!+f { '\;" -2Kmvnv„-kv„v„)}dl+E{(vitvt +v;vi)f}lc . •  

Li 

14* 
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By using Eqs. (2.24) and (2.26), the second transformation derivative of a spatial field 
f(xio t) can be expressed, explicitly as follows : 

c52f c5 ( óf ) 02f 02f • 02f (2.61) 
� = � � = 

-o 2 +2 -o o .n1vn+ o o n1n1v; 
ut ut ut t t Xi · X1 X:; 

of i'vn of - '1.{J + 7iX:-n1 Tt- OX · X;,pg Vn,r1.Vn, 
' ' 

We can rearrange the expression (2.60) to eliminate the derivatives of fin the directions 
tangent to S1 , appearing in the surface integral on account of the last term in Eq . (2.61). 
From Eqs . (2.19) and (2.8) we have 

(2.62) J {JvnVn;a.pg"-fJ +f.1X1,pg"-fJvn,r1.Vn}da = f fvnVn,µdl�n.r1.Vn,{Jg"-fJda. 
s, i, s, 

By substituting Eqs . (2.61) and (2.62) in Eq. (2.60), we obtain 

_!!:____ _ J { 02f (( of ) of ) (2.63) 
dt2 Is - St ot2 +2 Tt 

,n -2TtKm vn+(J;un1n1-4f.nK,n 

+2/Kg)v;+(f.n-2/Km) Ó:rn +fg"-fJvn,r1.Vn,(J}da+ f {(2 Z +2f.nvn 
Lt 

-2/Km.Vn-fkv„) Vµ+f,µv�+f ( ó��µ -vnvn,µ)}dl+E{(vs"tvt +vµv;:)f}!c. 

If we substitute f = const = 1 in Eq. (2.60), then we arrive at the following formula 
for the second time derivative of area of the moving regular surface : 

(2.64) :i: f da = f ( 2K9v;- ga.flvn;r1.fJ Vn -2Km 
Ó:rn ) da 

s, s, 

+ j ( ó�;µ -2Kmvnvµ-kvµv„)dt +E(v,+vt +vµv;:)lc· 
Lt 

3. Time deńvatives of volume and suńace functionals 

3.1. Derivatives of volume functional 

Consider the functional of a field u and of a domain Vt, 
Jv(u) = J h(x, u, Vu)d"Y, 

v, 

where V1 is the variable domain considered above, u = (u1, ••• , u N) = u(x , t) is a vector 
· function of class C3 on the four-dimensional region Q1 containing V1 , Vu is the space 

gradient of u in the components {Vu)11 = ou1/ox1 = u1,J> I= 1 ,  ... , N, and h is a real
valued function of class C3, specified for x from an open region in E3 containing V-1• 

• 
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By using the last expression in Eq . (2 .29) for the derivative of volume integral and identi
fying f with h, so that 

(3.2) 

we obtain 

where 

(3.4) 

f(x, t) = h(x, u(x, t) ,  Vu(x, t)), 
of ah . ah . at= auU1+-�(U ) UI,j• 

· o(') I 
( . ) = -·a1-1 ' 

· I I,} 

Ai =� __ 
a 
__ ( ah ) OU1 OXj o(u1,1) ' 

B = h-C1u1,n• 

c1 = ah ah 
o(ur,J) n} = o(ur,n) 

(2) 

,x=const 

The expression (3.3) is equivalent to that derived e .g .  by GELFAND and FoMIN [19] for the 
first (weak) variation of the functional (3.1). 

When the field u corresponds to the extremum of the functional (3.1) f or the fixed 
domain V, (within the class of smooth fields u unconstrained on the boundary Ś, of V,), 
then from Eq . (3.3) it follows that 

(3.5) 
" 

A1 = O in V„ C1 = O on S,, 

and the derivative is simply expressed by 

(3.6) :i lv(u) = J hvnda, 
s. 

that is , in terms of the boundary flux of h through the normal component of the transforma
tion velocity vector . 

The second time derivative of the functional (3.1) can be calculated by using any of the 
expressions (2.54), (2 .55), (2.56) and identifying f with h as in the expressions (3.2). An 
alternative way is to differentiate the last expression in Eq. (3.3) with the help of Eqs . 
(2.29) and (2.37), which yields 

(2) When writing the derivative oh/o(u1,. )at a surface point, his regarded as a function of the variables 
(x, u, u,., ii.ex), and the last equality in Eq. (3.4) results then from the chain rule of differentiation. 
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3.2. Derivatives of the volume functional with discontinuity surface 

Consider now a fixed domain V, = V0 in E3 composed of two variable subdomains 
v,<1> and Vf2> separated by a regular moving interface Sf' (Fig . 4). The shape transformation 
of the subdomains is due to the motion of the surface Sf alone . All the assumptions con-

FIG. 4. Moving · discontinuity surface Sf within a volume domain bounded by piecewise regular surface 

ceming the domain V, are now supposed to hold for each of the subdomains Vf1> and 
Vf2� considered separately . Denote by n the unit outward norma! to the exterior surface 
S0, while on the surface Sf' we introduce the notation 

(3.8) 

where the supetscripts (1) and (2) refer to the quantities defined on Sf (directly or in the 
l imit sense) regarded as a boundary of V�1> and V�2> , respectively . A jump across Sf is 
denoted by [ · ], viz. · 

(3.9) [!] = J<2>-J<1> .  

Weintroduce the restriction that the field u is continuous across Sf a t  each t, i.e. [u] = O, 
[bu/&] = O, etc . According to the assumption introduced above, the field u(x, t) is of class 
C3 except on Sf' . The well known compatibility conditions require that the jump across 
Sf of the gradient and of the time derivative of u are necessarily of the form 

(3.10) 
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Our aim is to derive expressions for the first and second time derivatives of  the func
tional 

(3.11) J»(u) = J 111'(x, u ,  Vu)d"f'" + Jlł�x, u ,  Vu)d"f'" , 
vl1> v}2> 

where h<1> and h<2> are real-valued functions of class C3, specified for x from open domains 
containing vp> and Vf2>, respectively. The functions h<1> and h<2> need not be related 
to each other . 

By applying the last expression in Eq. (3.3) separately to each of the subdomains. vp> 
and V1<2> and combining the i:esults, we obtain 

(3.12) :1 J»(u) = J A�1>u1d"f'" + J A�2>u1d"f'" +j c,urda 
v[l> v�2> o 

- I [C1] 15%r
1 da- I [B]vnda, 

St St 
where A�'> in V�'>, r = 1, 2, and C1 on S0 as well as B<r> and cy> on both sides of sp are 
defined by Eqs. (3.4) with h replaced by the respective h<r>, with the assumed convention 
(3.8) for n on sp. 

If the field u corresponds to the stationary value of the functional (3.11) with respect 
to arbitrary (weak) variations within the considered class of fields u for the fixed position 
of sp, then the derivative (3.12) must vanish identically provided Vn = O over sp. It follows 
that in that case we have 
(3.13) 

(3.14) 

and tą_e expression (3.12) reduces to 

(3.15) ;t JD(o) = - J [B]vnda. 
sf 

If, moreover, the field u renders the functional JD(u) a weak relative extremum <3> value 
within the considered class of u for the variable position of sp as well, then the integral 
in Eq . (3.15) must vanish for all Vn, so that 

(3.16) oh [B] = [h]- o(ui,n) [u1,n] = O on sp. 
The derivative oh/o(u1, n) can be regarded here as the limit value from either side of sp 
on account of Eq . (3.14). 

The conditions (3.14) and (3.16) are the multidimensional analogs of the classical 
Weierstrass-Erdmann corner conditions for piecewise-smooth one-dimensional extremals 
{cf . e .g .  GELFAND and FOMIN [ 19]) . . 

(3) That is, the relative (loca!) minimum or maximum with respect to the norm sup(lul + IVul). 
Ę 
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On account of continuity of u, the jump across Sf' of the second partial .derivat ives 
of u (x, t ) must satisfy the following compatibility conditions (cf. THOMAS [ 15, 16]). 

[ Ur,jk] = [ Ur,nn]n1nk+ g"11[ Ur,n],,x(nJxk,fJ+nkxJ,{J) - [ur.n]b"'fi X1,ocXk,fJ• 

[zir,J] = ( -[ur,nn]vn+ :t [ur, n] ) n1-gt([ur,n]vn) ,ocXJ,fJ, 

[ur]= [ur,nn]v;-2vn :t [ur.n]-[ur,n] <5:rn, 
(3 .17) 

U1,nn = Ui.,Jknjnk, Ur= a2ur/8t 2• 
The expression for the second time derivative of the f unctional (3 . 11) is obtained by 

applying the formula (3.7) separately to the regions V,<1> and Vf2> and combining the results . 
In :view of the assumptions made, we arrive at 

(3. 1 8) ;t22 JD(u) = J (A}1>u1+A}1>zir) d'f'" + J (A}2>iir+A}2>zir) d'f'" 
vl1> vJ2> 

+ J (C1ii1+Ć1zir) da- I {[Aritr]vn+[B] ( <5:in -2v�Km) 
So St 

[ ] ( <5 2ur <5u1 ) <5 [ ] <5 [ ] <5ur } + C1 �-2& vn Km +vnTt B +Tt Cr Tt da 

- f {([B]vn+[Cr] <5:/ r v�+[Cfur]v�} dl. 
Lf1 

In the above expression, ip denotes the boundary of Sf' obtained as the intersection 
curve of the surfaces Sf and S0• The quantities appearing in the line integral along ip 
and distinguished by the superscript D or S denote the limit values evaluated on the surface 
Sf or S0, respectively, with the notation v� = v�<1> = v�<2> and v� = �<1> = -vi<2>. 
Note that the tangential surface velocities v� and v� at a point on a smooth segment Lf 
of ip result uniquely, by  simple geometry, from the value vn = v:"at that point ( Fig . 4). 

lf  the conditions (3. 1 3) and (3. 14) are satisfied, then the expression (3 . 18) reduces to 

3.3. First derivative of the sum of volume and surface functionals 

Consider a functional of the field u in the form of the sum of the volume and surface 
functionals 

(3.20) J(u) = Jv(u)+Js(u) = J h(x, u, Vu) d'f'" + J g(x , u, Vu ) da, 
Vt St 
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with the assumptions concerning Vi, u and h as in the P?int 3.1 above . The function g 
may be prescribed over regular sections S, of the surface S, independently of each other . 
For each regular section St, gis assumed to be of class C2 specified for x from a neighbour
hood of St. From the relation (2.24) and the chain rule, we have 

(3.21) 

where 

ag ag ag (3.22) g,n = axj 
n1+ au1 U1,n+ a(u1.1) UJ,jknk. 

By using the second form of Eq . (3.3) and the formula (2.37) and substituting Eq . (3.21), 
we obtain 

(3.23) 

Over a regular surface section , we may regard g also as a function of the independent 
variables (x, U, U,n• u,J with the relationships 

(3.24) 

ag . ag . ag :-
a(u1.1),u1·1 = a(u1,n) U1,n+ a(u1,1%) UJ,1%• 

ag ag ag ag - tX{J 
a(u1,n) = a(u1,1) ni> a(ii1,1X) = a(u1,J) XJ,{Jg 

• 

With the help of the Green theorem (2.19),' the expression (3.23) can thus be rearranged 
as follows: 

(3.25) :i J(u) = j A1ił1d"Y+ J {c1+ ::1 - ( a(�:l%) )J u1da 
t s. 

+ J a(�:.n) u1,nda+ J (h+g.n-2gKm)vnda 
s, s, 

where 

(3.26) ag 
= a(u ·) µJ. 1,J 

Suppose now that the field u corresponds to the stationary value of J(u) with respect 
to arbitrary (weak) variations of u (unconstrained over the boundary) for the :fixed bound
ary of Vi .  By standard argument of the calculus of variations, from Eq . (3.25) it follows 
that in that case we must have 
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(3.27) 

and Eq . 

(3.28) 

A =  O in Vr, 
- ag + ( ag ) and au1 a(u1,J ;0< 

(-a(��.µ) r = - ( ac�:µ) r 
(3 .25) reduces then to 

ag = o a(u1,n) 
on every L0 

" 

on Sr , 

d
d J(u) :;;,, J (h+g,n-2gKm ) vnda + J (g+v;+g--vµ) dl. 
t " " 

s, L, 

4. Example: time derivatives of the potential energy in nonlinear elasticity 

The generał results of the preceding sections can now be applied to various particular 
problems of mechanics. To illustrate this application, consider a nonlinear elastic body 
occupying a region Vi in its undeformed state and assume this region to undergo a shape 
transformation process with varying t. This transformation process may correspond, f or 
instance, to body_ growth, phase transformation, or to conceptual redesign procedure 
where some materiał domains are added to or removed from the body . The deformation 
process described by a displacement field u;(x, t) corresponds also to a change of body 
configuration but transformation and deformation fields are regarded as separate fields, 
coupled through governing equations for the body . 

The Cartesian coordinates x1 are interpreted as the materiał coordinates ,  and the disp
lace ment field u(x, t) is assumed to be of .class C2 in the four-dimensionał domain Dr conta
ining V,(4). The deformation gradient F is defined by F = I+ Vu, that is Fil = <}11+u1.1• 
The materia! is assumed to be hypereiastic, obeying the constitutive re�ations of the form 

(4.1) aw 
Cl11 = aFIJ ' 

where a is the first (nonsymmetric) Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor (rełated to the symmetric 
Cauchy stress ac by the formula C1;1Fk1 = det(F)C!fk), and W is the specific strain energy 
(per unit vołume in the undeformed state), assumed to be a given function of (x, F) of class 
cz specified for x from an open domain containing V,. The nominał body forces b 1  (per 
unit undeformed volume) are assumed to be continuousły differentiable functions of x. 
The body surface is composed of two piecewise regular parts Sf and sr. Over sr the dis
placements u = ii are specified as the restriction to sr of a given spatiał vector field u(x) 
of class cz defined in a neighbourhood of Sf. Over each regular section S{ of S{ (possibly ,  
independently of each other) the nominał tractions T = T (per unit undeformed area) 
are prescribed as the restriction to S{ of a given spatial vector field T(x) of class C1 defined 
in a neighbourhood of S{. 

(4) Physically, u may be defined only over the body domain V,, but the smooth extension of u on the 
domain !J, is assumed to exist. 
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Consider the potentia! energy functional  

(4.2) n(u) = J {W(x , Vu+l)-b1ili}d'f'" - J T,u1da, 
v. sr 

715 

which is assumed to vanish in the undeformed state (u1 = O) for any shape of Vi. Now, 
we can identify (for N= 3) the function W-biu1 with hand the function equal to -T1u1 
on Sf and zero on sr with g in Eq . (3.20). Prom Eqs . (3.23), (3.22), (3.4) and (4.1), the 
following express ion for the t ime derivative of n(u) is obtained: 

(4.3) 

+if;u1Km}vnda+ J {(W-b1u1)vn+<111nl11}da 
"" St 

- J (Ttvt+fi-vµ)u1dl- J T.u1v�dl. 
Łr Lru 

In the above expression, Li and Li" denote the set of the edges of intersection of the regular 
-surface sections sr+ with sr- and sr with sr' respectively , with the corresponding meaning 
of the symbols ( + ), ( -) and (T) in the integral expressions. The condition u = u on Sr" 
y ields 

(4.4) Óu1 óu1 _ 

Tt = Tt = u,,nvn , 

i_:he last expression can be substituted in Eq . (4.3) to eliminate u1 from the integral over 
S,". 

Suppose that the derivative (4.3) is calculated when the body is in equilibrium, that is 
w hen 

a,1,1+h1 =O in Vi, 

a,1n1 = T1 on S{. (4.5) 

The condit ions (4.5) are equivalent to vanishing of the derivative (4.3) with respect to 
kinematically admissible fields u with Sr held fixed, ·that is 

(4.6) (-dd ) n(u) = - J (a11.1+h1)u1d v+ J (a11n1-fi)uida = O .  f s y "T t St 
•In view 

(4.7) 

of Eq . (4.6), the· expression (4.3) takes the form 

d ( d ) J - -

-d n(u) = -d n(u) = {W-(b,+T1,n)u1-(u1,n-2u1Km)Tdvnda f f d "T Sr 

This expression provides a generalization of the result of DEMS and MRÓZ [2]. Let us 
note that the total derivative (4.3) can be presented as a sum of the state and domain 
derivatives , (4.6) and (4.7). In view of stationarity of the potentia! energy with respect 
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to the state field u, the state derivative (4.6) vanishes and the total time derivative equals 
the domain derivative expressed by the surface and line integrals explicitly in terms of the 
state field u and norma! transformation velocity vn (since v; on the edges are definite 
functions of v;). 

Consider now the case when the external body surface Si is fixed (5) but the elastic 
body is composed of twó variable subdomains vp> v,<2> separated by the moving regular 
interface Sf. The displacement field u(x, t) is assumed to be continuous on Sf and twice 
continuously differentiable elsewhere but its derivatives may be discontinuous across Sf', 
satisfying Eqs . (3. 10) and (3. 1 7). Thl: process of shape transformation with moving inter
face Sf' can be regarded, for instance , as a phase transformation process , damage pro
g ression , or  redesign of an elastic composite structure with different materia! properties 
within Vf1> and Vf2>. The strain energy functions W<1> and w<2> on both sides of Sf' are 
of class C2 and are in , generał, independently specified fo r  x from open domains containing 
vp> and v:2>, respectively . ·similarily , we regard the body forces in Vi1> and v;2> as two 
independently specified spatial fields b<1> (x) and b<2> (x) of class C1• The boundary condi
tions on the fixed body surface Si = S0 are jdentical as in the previous case . The potentia! 
energy functional is taken in the form 

(4.8) nD(u) = J {W<1>(x, Vu+l)-W>u;}d-r + J {W <2>(x, Vu+I) 
v:1i v:2> 

-bf2>u;}d-r- J Tiu1da. 
Só 

The term fi u1 on Só is assumed, for simplicity, to be continuous across a moving edge Lf 
of intersection of Sf with Só so that no line integral appears in the expression for  the first 
time derivative of the surface integral in Eq . (4.8). F rom the condition u = u on S8 it 
follows that u = O on Sg. ldentifying the function w<•>-bf'>u1 with h <•> in Eq. (3. 1 1 )  
(r = 1 ,  2 )  and using Eqs. (3.12), (3.4), and (4. 1) with w<•> and ·a<•> i n  place of W and a, 
we arrive at the following expression for the time derivative of the potentia} energy: 

(4.9) �t nP(u) = - J (aH!1+b�1>)it1d-r - J (aff!1+bf2>)u1d-r 
v:o v,<2> 

+ J (atJnJ-T,.)u1da- J [a1J]nJ ��1 da- J {[W]-n1[a1Jui,n]-[b1]u1.Jvnda. 
sfi sf s:' 

Suppose that the derivative (4.9) is calculated at the equilibrium state of the body,, 
that is when the conditions (4.5) (with a replaced by the respective a<'>) are satisfied except 
on Sf and there is 
(4. 10) [a1J]n1 = O on Sf'. 
The conditions (4.5) and (4. 10) are equivalent to vanishiń.g of the state derivative of nP(u) 
with respect to kinematically admissible fields u and with fixed Sf'. The expression (4.9) 
becomes now the domain derivative in the form 

(5) In the sense that there is no shape transformation of s,, that is, v. =O on s,, but the displacements 
need not vanish on s,. 
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(4. 1 1) :i :n°(u) = (:r t:n°(u) = - � {[W]- a;ini[u1,n]-[b1]u;)vnda . 
St 

If the potentia! energy functional (4.8) is required to attain a stationary value (or a weak 
relative minimum) for varying Sf as well, then from Eq . (4. 11) (or from Eq . (3. 1 6)) it 
follows that 
(4. 12) [W]- a11n1[u1,n]- [b1]u, = O on Sf. 
This relation can be written down in two other wuivalent forms, on account of Eq . (3. 10). 
The relat ionships (4. 1 1) and (4. 12) reduce to those derived and discussed by ESHELBY [8], 
KNOWLES [20] , JAMES [13], ABEYRATNE [9], GURTIN [14] and DEMS and MRÓZ [2, 3] . 

Let us now discuss the second t ime derivative of the potential energy (4.8) at the equ i
l ibrium state. The assumed order of differentiabil ity in vp> and Vl2> of all functions involved 
is now increased by one with respect to that assumed previously. lt is possible to apply the 
generał expression (3. 18) w ith appropriate identification of the integrand f unctions . An 
alternative way is to differentiate the expression (4.9) w ith the help of Eq . (3.23) and 
subst itute the equilibrium conditions . The result is 

d2 D( ) J • (1) • d,,;/ J • (2) • d,,;/ J • • d (4. 13) (/(2 n u = - au.1u1 r - a11,1u1 r + a11n1u1 a 
vf1> vf2> s� 

where 

- J {n( ó;tn - 2v;Km) +vn .ó
ó
�- +-:1 ([a1J]n1) Ó:i; } da -AJ Dv„v,�dl, 

� d 

D = [W]-[aiJu1,n]n1-[b1]u1. 
This form is convenient in appl ications when u satisfies the incremental condit ions of 
equil ibrium s ince it contains explicitly the terms appearing in these conditions. An alterna
tive expression (not g iven here) can be obtained from Eq . (4. 13) by using the divergence 
theorem and rearranging w ith help of the different iation rule (l .24). 

5. Derivative of a volume functional with constraints imposed on the state field 

The generał results presented in Sect . 3 shall now be applied in the case when the time 
derivative of a f unctional of a state field u defined over a va riable domain Vi ,  
(5 . 1) J(u) = J g(x , u, Vu) d "Y , 

v, 
is to be determined in the presence of certain constra ints imposed upon the field u. For 
s implic ity, the boundary Si of Vi is assumed to be regular and the vector u is taken to be 
three-dimens ional, of the components u1 (though an extension to N-dimensional u is 
immediate). The f unction g is of class C2 and is specified for x from some neighbo
urhood of V,. 

We begin w ith generał considerations, not pretending to be completely rigorous in 
a mathemat ical sense. Suppose that the field u is constrained by an operator equat ion 
within the domain V,, 
(5.2) A(u) = O in Vi (or A1(u)(x) = O for x E V1) 
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and by the so-called essential boundary conditions 
(5.3) G(u) = O on Sr (or G1(u)(x) = O for x E Sr), 
where A and G are nonlinear operators (with functions as their arguments and values), 
assumed to be (Gateaux) differentiable. We shall proceed in a formal way, leaving the 
corresponding function spaces unspecified . In generał, the surface operator G defined 
on the varying boundary surface can be regarded either as specified by or as specifying 
the operator G defined in a neighbourhood of the surface Sr, such that G(u)(x) = G(u)(x) 
for x E Sr . A form of the operator G depends on the shape transformation process; however, 
in the course of differentiation we may regard this process and this operator as specified. 
The derivatives o(G(u))/ot and (G(u)),n refer to the time-dependent spatial field obtained 
as the value of the operator G acting on the field u which varies in time . The distinction 
between G and G will be illustrated in the subsequent discussion of the particular case. 

Following the usual technique, consider an augmented functional 

(5.4) J0(u) = J g(x, u, Vu)d"f/- J 21A1(u)d"f/ - J �JJ1(u)da, 
� � � 

where Ą is the Lagrange multiplier field, assumed continuous and continuously differen
tiable. In Eq . (5.4), the field u is regarded as nonconstrained, however, the derivative 
of J"(u) shall be evaluated at the (khown) state u which satisfies the conditions (5.2) and 
(5.3). The total time derivative of J"(u) corresponds to variation of u, 2 and of the domain 
V,, so that, in analogy to Eq . (3.23) and on substituting the conditions (5.2) and (5.3), 

(5. 5) ; J0(u) = (;)/"(u)+(;)/"(u), 
where the state derivative equals 

and the domain derivative is expressed by 

(5.7) (;)/"(u) = j (g-21(G1(u)).�a. 
' 

Denoting the (Gateaux) derivatives of the operators A and G by A' and G', respectively, 
we can write 

(5.8) :t ( A1(u)) = A;(u)(u), :t ( G1(u) )Js, = a;(u)(u). 
The operators A' and G' are, by definition, linear with respect to the second argument. 
Suppose that we are able to determine the adjoint operators (A')* and (G')* such that for 
all fields ti, Ą 
(5.9) f 2,A;(u)(u)dv+ f 21a;(u)(u)da = f u1(A')f(u)(Ą)df + f u1(Gr)f (u)(Ą)da. 

v, s, v, s, 
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On substituting Eqs . (5.8) and (5.9), the expression (5.6) takes the form 

(5. 10) (:i )/0(u) = f { ::, - ( a(��1) L-(A')f (u) (:>.)} u1d"Y 
' 

+ j { a(��1) n1- (G')i (o) (:>.)} it1 da .  
I ' 

Now we require the state derivative ( 5. 10) to vanish identically for all fields u, and obtain 
in that way the f ollowing 9near equations for the field A. :  

(5. 1 1) (A')t(u) (:A) = a
ag 

- ( atg 
) ) in Vi ,  

U1 Ut,J , j  

(5.12) (G')f (u) (:A) = a(��.
J) 

n1 on S1 • 
Suppose that the system of equations (5. 1 1) with the boundary conditions (5. 12} has 
a solution :A. For that field :A the total time derivative of l°(u), at u satisfying the constraints 
(5.2) and (5.3), redu ces to the domain derivative (5.7). In turn, the functional l°(u) has 
been so constructed that for any field u compatible with the constraints , that is , for it 
satisfying 

(5. 13) 

(5. 14) 

:, (A(u)) = A'{u}(u} = o in V,, 
(j - -Tt (G(u)) = G'(u)(u)+(G(u)), nvn = O on S1 ,  

the derivative (5.5) of J 0(u) coincides with the time derivative o f  the original functional 
( 5. 1). This can be verified b y  substituting Eqs . (5. 1 1), (5.12) and (5.9) in the expression 
of type (3.3) for the derivative of the relation (5. 1) which leads to the right hand side 
expression in Eq . (5.7), on account of the relations (5. 1 3) and (5.14). Hence the time 
derivative of the functional (5. 1) in the presence of the constraints (5.2) and (5.3) is expressed 
by 

(5. 15) (:i )/(u) = j {g- A1 (G1(u)),n} vnda 
t 

provided t hat the field A. satisfies Eqs . (5. 1 1) and (5. 12). Note that in this formula the 
field u has been el iminated , and that the normal derivative (G(u)), n depends in generał 
on the shape transformation process as does the operator G itself . 

The equat ions (5. 1 1) and (5. 12) can be regarded as definition of the adjoint field u0(x) = 
= :A(x) within the same domain Vr ,  but satisfying different field equations and boundary 
conditions . lt is seen that in order to determine the time derivative ( 5. 15), we need a sol u
ti on of the primary problem defined by Eqs . (5.2) and (5.3) and of an adjoint problem 
defined by Eqs . (5. 1 1) and (5.12). 

Consider now a particular case when the functional (5. 1) is considered with the con
straining conditions of the f orm 
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- -
where h = h(x, u ,  Vu) = ii(x, u)+h{x, Vu) with the functions h-and hof class cz and C3, 
respectively, specified for x from some neighbourhood of V'; .  T = T(x) is the continuously 
differentiable spatial vector field prescribed in a neighbourhood of St , and ii is a surface 
field of the unitnormal vector. 

To identify the operator G discussed previously, let S1 be a surface configuration in 
a shape transformation process with nonvanishing normal transformation · velocity Vn . 
Each point x from a neighbourhood of S, lies at some instant t = -r: on the moving surface 
S0 therefore,  we can construct the spatial field n = n(x) by assigning to x the unit vector 
normal to that Si at x. The operator G is defined by the second formula in Eq. (5.16) in 
which the surface field n is replaced by the spatial field n. Evidently, the field n and thus 
also the operator G are dependent on the shape t ransformation process . However, in any 
speci:fied process with non-vanishing Vn , the derivatives 

(5. 17) 

are well defined and therefore the derivatives o(G(u))/ot and (G(u)). n  have a elear sense . 
Of course, on S, we have ii = n and in the following the tilda will be in many cases omitted . 

From Eq. (5. 1 5) we immediately obtain the following expression for the time derivative 
of the relation (5. 1) in the presence of the constraints (5. 16) 

(5. 18) 

and there remains to determine the adjoint operators (A')* and (G')* which occur in Eqs .  
(5.1 1) and (5.12) for the adjoint field A.. However, it is preferable (and instructive) to repeat 
the whole derivation procedu re outlined previously with a slight modification which 
allows to avoid construction of the operator G and to remove the rest riction vn i' O. 

The argmented functional has now the fo rm 

(5.19) l°(u) = I g(x , u ,  Vu)d"f/- I A;{ ::-:- - ( a(:h ) ) .}dr 
v, v, l i ,j ,] 

I { ah � - l  
- A1 o(u - ·) ni- T1 f  da, 

s l , J . 
t 

where the field A is assumed to be of class cz. The t ime derivative of E q. (5. 19) is calculated 
with help of Eqs .  (3.3), (2.37) and (2.2) but the decomposition (2.24) is not applied 
to the vector ii. At a state u satisfying the constraint conditions (5. 16), the time derivative 
of E q. (5.19) takes the form (5.5) with 
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(5.20) 

and 

(:i ) /0(u) = j �- A1( ( a(:�.,f L n,-ri. n)fn- A1 a(:�.1) .��1-} da . 
' . 

(5.21) 

By applying twice the divergence theorem to the last term in the volume integral in Eq. 
(5.20), we can rearrange this expression as follows : 

(5.22) 

Requiring this expression to variish ident ically f or all u, we obtain the equations for  the 
.adjoint problem . 

(5.23) 
(A')[(u) (A) = 

azh J., - ( azh . Ak .  ) · = 
ag ·- ( ag ) aut OU1 . a(u1,J) a(uk, m) . m 

,j OU1 a(u1.1) ,j 
a2h - ag -

(G')T (u) (A) = Ak mn, = a n1 on Sr . a(u1.1) a(uk, n1) • (u1,1) 

in V,, 

By the same argument as is the generał case , the t ime derivative of the f unctional (5. 1) 
in the presence of the constraints (5. 1 6) is equal to the domain derivative (5.21) of the 
argumented f unctional , and is thus, on account of Eq. (2.26), expressed by 

(5.24} (:i ) J(u) = J V..:_ A1 (( atu� ) ) . n1- r1)�'n-l:- A1 . ath) x1, pgrxPv„, a\da , 
c � 1 , J , n  . r . lh ,J . s, . - . . .  . . . .-. 

provided that the field A sat isfies Eq . (5.23). For Vn f= O, . the equivalence of Eqs . (5.24) 
and (5. 18) follows froin the formulae (5. 17) and (2.26)� - • 

The case considered above can easily be interpreted in the context of the nonlinear 
theory of elast ic ity . Identify ing u with a displacement field and assuming that the first 
Piofa..:.Kfrchhoff stress tensor a and the body f orce vector b are generated by the potentia! h, 
that .is 

(5.25) 
ah 

<Yij = a(u1.1) ' 
ah b1 = - -au1 ' 

Eqs. (5. 16) can be regarded as equilibriu m equations and tractiori boundary condit iOns . 
In tum, the adjoint field A may be identified with a field u0 óf displacements of the adjoint 
body � The adjoint body problem is similar to that occurring when small displacements u" 

15 Arch. Mech. Stos. nr 5-6/ 86 
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are superposed on the initial field u. The corresponding stress a" is linearly related to the 
gradient of u" by 

(5.26) 

where cr11<m = C:mtJ are the tangential stiffness moduli at the state u. The term 

(5.27) azh ;,.J = ab1 u'! = ab, u"-
au1 auj - au, J auj J 

represents the linearized i ncrement of the displacement-sensitive body forces b. Denote 
by b" and a<O the (artificially superposed at the state u) fields of additional body forces 
and initial stresses (illduced, e .g .  by an initial distortion field), defined by 

(5.28) co - ag (]il - - a(u -) ' l ,j 
b'! = ag 

I aui • 

Eqs . (5.23) for the adjoint problem can be rewritten in  the form of equilibrium conditions : 

(5.29) i n  V1 , 

The interpretation of the adjoint system is similar to that discussed by DEMs and MRÓZ 
[2] who started from the virtual work principle deriving the variation of an arbitrary 
flinctional associated with the boundary transformation. To show that their result (93) 
is in agreement with the present formula  (5.24), we use the identity 

(5.30) f {.A1 a11x1, pgapvn,a.  + (A1 , a.<11JxJ, pg"'P + .A, au. a. .X1, pg"'P 
s, 

+ A1 <111n1ba.pga.8)vn }da = J (vn At <11JxJ, f3g"'P);a.da = O 
s, 

which results from the relations (2.8) and (2. 10) and from the Green theorem (2. 19) applied 
to a regular closed surface S1 • By substituting Eqs . (5.25), (5.30), (2. 12) and ). = u", the 
expression (5.24) can be rearranged as fol lows : 

(5.31) (; )/Cu) = j {g+ uf f°i. n - ur.;a,/i1, pg"'P-2ufa1Jn1Km - uf<a,1;.n1 
ł 

+ <111,a.x1,pg"'P) }vnda = J {g+ uf I'i.n-uf,1 a11 + uf,na11n1 -2uf a1JnJKm 
s, 

Substitution of the equilibrium conditions (5. 16) yields 

(5.32) (:, )/(u) =  j {g+ (u( T1), ;i - uf.1 <111 - 2uf fiKm+ u�b, }vnda . 
' ł 

The finał fo rmula  is in  agreement with t he result derived by DEMS and MRÓZ [2]. 
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6. Concluding remarks 

The present paper provides a systematic derivation of expressions for time derivatives 
of surface and volume integrals and f unctionals detined over  varyin� domains . There are 
numerous physical applications of such derivatives and here we have presented some 
examples in the context of the nonlinear theory of elasticity. The previous results are 
extended by considering piecewise regular boundary surfaces with edges and comers 
of intersection . The extended application in sensitivity analysis and optimal shape design 
has been discussed recently in the literature [1-7]. The application of such derivatives 
in phase transformation problems was discussed in [8, 9, 1 3, 14]. We hope that the present 
paper can provide the foundation for systematic treatment of a variety of problems where 
the deformation process is accompanied by a shape transformation process . 
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